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About IREEMA
Iran belongs to the top ten greenhouse gases emitting countries in the world and the Iranian
economy is the most energy intensive of all oil and gas producing nations. Domestic energy
tariffs are set by administrative decree far below export market prices. Over the last decade,
the energy productivity in Iran declined further. Iranian policy makers are aware of the need
to the increase energy efficiency (EE) of the economy.
With the adoption of the Article 12 of the "Law on elimination of barriers to competitiveness
and improving the country's financial system" the legal basis was created for specific economic
incentives for energy efficiency investments. Because the implementation mechanism is still
to be developed, investment projects have not yet been implemented on a large scale.
The IREEMA project shall support Iran's Vice-Presidency for Science and Technology to
implement an integrated energy efficiency market in practice.
The project therefore aims at developing together with the responsible Iranian stakeholders
an efficient implementation mechanism and to lower transaction costs for potential investors.
In addition, the project aims at testing this approach in practice by developing the huge energy
efficiency potential in the country in two main areas: the gas sector with special focus on the
South Pars Special Economic Energy Zone (PSEEZ) in Assaluyeh and the sustainable energy
supply in selected rural pilot areas. In case of necessity, adjustments of the implementation
mechanism will be suggested accordingly to ensure proper functioning. The implementation
mechanism shall become the corner stone of the integrated market for energy efficiency in
Iran. Such a functioning mechanism could foster the implementation of Iran's INDC and even
raise the ambitions of policy makers.
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درﺑﺎره IREEMA
اﯾﺮان در ﻟﯿﺴﺖ  10ﮐﺸﻮر داراي ﺑﯿﺸﺘﺮﯾﻦ اﻧﺘﺸﺎر دي اﮐﺴﯿﺪﮐﺮﺑﻦ ﺑﻪ ﺟﻮ ﻗﺮار دارد و در ﻣﯿﺎن ﺗﻮﻟﯿﺪﮐﻨﻨﺪﮔﺎن ﻧﻔﺖ و ﮔﺎز ،ﺷﺪت
اﻧﺮژي اﻗﺘﺼﺎد اﯾﺮان از ﻫﻤﻪ ﺑﯿﺸﺘﺮ اﺳﺖ .ﺑﺎ اﯾﻨﺤﺎل ،ﺗﻌﺮﻓﻪ ﻫﺎي داﺧﻠﯽ ﺣﺎﻣﻞ ﻫﺎي اﻧﺮژي ﺗﻮﺳﻂ دوﻟﺖ و ﺑﻪ ﺻﻮرت ﯾﺎراﻧﻪ اي ﻣﻌﯿﻦ
ﻣﯽ ﮔﺮدد .ﺗﻌﺮﻓﻪ ﻫﺎي ﺣﺎﻣﻠﻬﺎي اﻧﺮژي در اﯾﺮان ﺑﺴﯿﺎر ﭘﺎﯾﯿﻦ ﺗﺮ از ﻗﯿﻤﺖ ﺻﺎدراﺗﯽ آﻧﻬﺎﺳﺖ .از اﯾﻦ رو ،در ﻃﯽ دﻫﻪ ﮔﺬﺷﺘﻪ ،ﺑﻬﺮه
وري اﻧﺮژي در اﯾﺮان ﺑﻪ ﺷﺪت اﻓﺖ ﮐﺮده و دوﻟﺖ ﺑﻪ اﻫﻤﯿﺖ ﺑﻬﯿﻨﻪ ﺳﺎزي ﻣﺼﺮف اﻧﺮژي ﭘﯽ ﺑﺮده اﺳﺖ.
ﺑﺎ ﺗﺼﻮﯾﺐ ﻣﺎده  12ﻗﺎﻧﻮن »رﻓﻊ ﻣﻮاﻧﻊ ﺗﻮﻟﯿﺪ رﻗﺎﺑﺖ ﭘﺬﯾﺮ و ارﺗﻘﺎء ﻧﻈﺎم ﻣﺎﻟﯽ ﮐﺸﻮر« ﺑﺴﺘﺮ ﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﯽ ﻣﺸﻮقﻫﺎي ﻣﺎﻟﯽ ﺑﺮاي ﺳﺮﻣﺎﯾﻪ
ﮔﺬاري در اﻣﺮ ﺑﻬﯿﻨﻪ ﺳﺎزي اﻧﺮژي ﻓﺮاﻫﻢ ﮔﺸﺘﻪ وﻟﯽ ازآﻧﺠﺎ ﮐﻪ ﺳﺎز و ﮐﺎرﻫﺎي اﺟﺮاﯾﯽ اﯾﻦ ﻣﺸﻮق ﻫﺎ ﻫﻨﻮز ﭘﯿﺎده ﺳﺎزي ﻧﺸﺪهاﻧﺪ،
ﺗﺎﮐﻨﻮن ﺳﺮﻣﺎﯾﻪ ﮔﺬاري ﺧﺎﺻﯽ در اﯾﻦ زﻣﯿﻨﻪ ﺻﻮرت ﻧﮕﺮﻓﺘﻪ اﺳﺖ.
ﭘﺮوژه ي  ،IREEMAﻣﻌﺎوﻧﺖ ﻋﻠﻤﯽ و ﻓﻨﺂوري رﯾﺎﺳﺖ ﺟﻤﻬﻮري اﯾﺮان را در راﺳﺘﺎي اﯾﺠﺎد و ﺗﻮﺳﻌﻪ ﺳﺎز و ﮐﺎر ﺑﺎزار ﻣﺘﻤﺮﮐﺰ ﺑﻬﯿﻨﻪ
ﺳﺎزي اﻧﺮژي ﺣﻤﺎﯾﺖ ﻣﯿﮑﻨﺪ.
ﻟﺬا ﻫﺪف اﯾﻦ ﭘﺮوژه و ذﯾﻨﻔﻌﺎن ﻣﺴﻮول ،اﯾﻦ اﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ در ﻧﻬﺎﯾﺖ ،ﺳﺎز و ﮐﺎري ﻣﻮﺛﺮ و داراي ﮐﻤﺘﺮﯾﻦ ﻫﺰﯾﻨﻪ ﺟﺎﻧﺒﯽ ،ﺑﺮاي ﺳﺮﻣﺎﯾﻪ
ﮔﺬاران ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮه ﻓﺮاﻫﻢ ﮔﺮدد .ﺑﻌﻼوه اﯾﻦ ﭘﺮوژه در ﻧﻈﺮ دارد ﮐﻪ روﯾﮑﺮد ﺑﻪ دﺳﺖ آﻣﺪه را ﺑﻪ ﺻﻮرت ﻋﻤﻠﯽ ﻣﻮرد آزﻣﻮن ﻗﺮار دﻫﺪ؛ ﺑﺪﯾﻦ
ﺻﻮرت ﮐﻪ ﭘﺘﺎﻧﺴﯿﻞ ﺑﺰرگ ﺑﺎﻟﻘﻮه ﺑﻬﯿﻨﻪ ﺳﺎزي اﻧﺮژي را در دو ﻋﺮﺻﻪ ﻣﻬﻢ اﺟﺮاﯾﯽ ﻧﻤﺎﯾﺪ :ﯾﮏ ،در ﺑﺨﺶ ﮔﺎز ﺑﺎ ﺗﻤﺮﮐﺰ ﺑﺮ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﻪ وﯾﮋه
اﻗﺘﺼﺎدي اﻧﺮژي ﻋﺴﻠﻮﯾﻪ؛ و دو ،در ﺑﺨﺶ ﺗﺎﻣﯿﻦ ﭘﺎﯾﺪار اﻧﺮژي در ﻣﻨﺎﻃﻖ ﭘﺎﯾﻠﻮت روﺳﺘﺎﯾﯽ ﻣﻨﺘﺨﺐ .ﺑﺮ اﯾﻦ اﺳﺎس و در ﺻﻮرت ﻧﯿﺎز،
ﺳﺎز و ﮐﺎر اﯾﺠﺎد ﺷﺪه ﺑﺎ ﭘﺮوژهﻫﺎي واﻗﻌﯽ ﺳﻨﺠﯿﺪه ﺷﺪه و در ﺟﻬﺖ رﺳﯿﺪن ﺑﻪ ﺑﻬﺘﺮﯾﻦ ﺷﯿﻮه و ﻋﻤﻠﮑﺮد ،ﺗﻐﯿﯿﺮات ﻻزم اﯾﺠﺎد ﻣﯽ
ﮔﺮدد .اﺟﺮاي اﯾﻦ ﻣﮑﺎﻧﯿﺴﻢ ،ﺑﻨﯿﺎن ﺑﺎزار ﻣﺘﻤﺮﮐﺰ ﺑﻬﯿﻨﻪ ﺳﺎزي اﻧﺮژي را ﺷﮑﻞ ﺧﻮاﻫﺪ داد و ﭼﻨﯿﻦ ﺳﺎز و ﮐﺎر ﻣﻮﺛﺮي ﻣﯽ ﺗﻮاﻧﺪ ﺑﻪ
اﯾﺮان در اﺟﺮاي اﻫﺪاف  INDCﺗﻮاﻓﻘﻨﺎﻣﻪ ﭘﺎرﯾﺲ و ﺑﻪ ﺳﯿﺎﺳﺖ ﮔﺬاران در رﺳﯿﺪن ﺑﻪ اﻫﺪاف ﺑﻠﻨﺪ ﭘﺮوازاﻧﻪ ﺑﻬﺮهوري اﻧﺮژي ﮐﻤﮏ
رﺳﺎﻧﺪ.
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Executive Summary
Beyond the benefits of a functioning "market for energy efficiency and environment (M3E)"
for project owners, the M3E will advantage the energy supply companies and the Iranian state.
Besides reducing energy bills, lower energy consumption benefits the supply companies and
the state by lowering their expenses and increasing their revenue by opening new
opportunities like exporting the released capacity. Furthermore, the M3E will support the
sustainable development of the energy sector.
The primary purpose of the current technical note is to evaluate the impacts of the functioning
M3E on the expenses and revenues of the supply companies. Exporting saved energy is
considered as the opportunity cost of high energy intensity in Iran. In other words, it is
assumed that the total saved energy would be exported at international prices.
Energy tariffs in Iran vary across different sectors and regions. The M3E allows high tariff
energy consumers to buy a part of their required energy at a lower price from the M3E instead
of getting their total demand from supply companies. Hence, the implementation of M3E may
bring domestic revenue loss for the supply companies and state; however, the released
capacity due to energy saving as well as energy loss reduction in the supply network may result
in extra revenue. After the certification period, the benefit of energy-saving is more
highlighted when it is done by those low tariff consumers whose energy tariffs do not even
cover the supply costs.
As a second contribution, the present technical note maps energy, certificate, and cash flows
among the key players of the M3E. Meanwhile, this note reviews the financial
interrelationships among the energy consumers, energy supply companies, and the state for
having a thorough and accurate overview of flows (especially cash flows) as regards providing
energy to the end-users and other energy consumers. Then, a scenario analysis is done via a
modeling tool developed by the project team to estimate and evaluate future trends of the
revenue and costs of the energy supply sector within the functioning M3E. In particular, this
paper focuses on the National Iranian Gas Company and Tavanir, which are responsible for
providing gas and electricity demand, respectively. Currently, tariffs for gas and electricity vary
v
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considerably across different sectors and regions, presenting great opportunities for trading
these carriers within the M3E.
Compared to the reference scenario of no functioning M3E, the study proposed two other
scenarios regarding the functioning M3E with and without the possibility of exporting saved
energy. Calculations predict an annual revenue surge of up to 70 percent by the M3E
establishment in the modeling horizon.
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1 Introduction
Tariff differences among different energy consumers in Iran provide an opportunity
for saving energy via the market for energy efficiency and environment (M3E)
mechanism. Energy tariffs differ across consumer types and, in some cases, months
and geographical regions in which energy is consumed 1. For instance, the National
Iranian Gas Company (NIGC) offers different tariffs to the power, agricultural, and
petrochemical end-users. The power plants and agricultural end-users are the most
state-supported ones in Iran and benefit from low gas tariffs. In contrast, the
petrochemical industry, with a high export ratio, receives much less amount of
subsidies for their feedstock gas. Meanwhile, both gas and electricity tariffs for the
residential end-users differ significantly across climatic regions and between warm
and cold seasons of the year. Although, prices for petroleum products do not differ
across consumer types, climatic regions, or seasons, with the exception that power
plants pay a lower price for diesel and mazut.
The M3E mechanism supports investments in energy efficiency by exploiting tariff
differences. Energy consumers investing in energy efficiency do not only benefit from
higher energy efficiency, but also from the additional revenue of selling the saved
energy at a higher tariff. This additional revenue, which is based on the spread
between different tariff rates, thus makes more energy efficiency investments
economically viable. The viability of investments would be increased even more if the
M3E would provide the option of exporting the saved energy (or receiving the
equivalent payments assuming international energy prices). The associated revenue
would turn a broader range of energy-saving measures profitable.
The establishment of the M3E market potentially affects both the revenues and costs
of supplying energy. While the energy supply companies and the state are expected
to face lower costs, the short-term revenues are also likely to decrease as well. The
net effect depends on the current market structure. So, it is of utmost importance to
accurately evaluate the consequences of the functioning M3E.

1

For more information, please refer to the technical note number 5.
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In the following, a comprehensive calculating framework will be proposed and
discussed in detail. Then, developing and applying an analytical tool within such a
framework help to describe the current situation and investigate the economic
impacts of the M3E implementation on supply companies and the state.

2 Flows of energy and cash in Iran's energy supply system
To better understand the impacts of establishing the M3E, it is helpful to map the
players 2 and their interactions in a comprehensive framework. The suggested
framework includes energy, certificate, and cash flows, and it will help to evaluate the
financial effects of changes in energy flows due to efficiency improvements. Energy
flows are calculated by multiplying energy intensity and activity levels. This approach
has the following advantages:
•

systematic evaluation of the financial impacts of the functioning M3E by
considering all the related players and flows in an integrated framework;

•

avoiding mistakes in calculations and assessments (e.g., double-counting);

•

possibility of analyzing various scenarios;

•

and consistent tracking of the impacts of changes in different flows.

Before outlining a conceptual model of the problem that identifies the energy,
certificate, and cash flows between different players, it seems necessary to evaluate
the financial interrelationships among the energy consumers, energy supply
companies, and state. It will help to have a thorough and accurate overview of flows
(especially cash flows) as regards providing energy to the end-users and other energy
consumers.
According to the General Accounting Law, Articles 37 and 39, authorities, including
energy supply companies, are responsible for collecting the forecasted earnings in the
budget and transfer them to the treasury accounts. Then, the treasury allows the
authorities to withdraw from the treasury accounts as much as their projected
expenses. The FY 1398 Budget Law determines the earnings of the state from

For more information, please refer to the technical note number 6 on M3E players and their
responsibilities.
2
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supplying energy to the local consumers as well as exporting energy. Besides, the
annual budget law reveals the allocations according to the Targeting Subsidies law.
Currently, the Targeting Subsidies law is the focal legal document on energy pricing.
The Targeting Subsidies law, approved in January 2009, obligates the government to
adjust the energy carrier prices by the end of the fifth development plan (2011-2016)
to reduce energy subsidies and to increase state revenues. The law asks the state to
raise prices for natural gas and petroleum products close to the level of their export
rates, while the price of electricity should cover the costs of providing it to the endusers. Energy supply companies must deposit the revenue of implementing this law
(revenue from increased energy tariffs) in the state treasury 3. The revenue will be
allocated to the following items (targeted subsidy receivers) according to the annual
budget laws:
•

financial aids (or subsidy, in cash or non-cash) to households and execution of
a health care system (up to 50 percent of attained revenue) 4;

•

energy saving; technology improvement and reform to increase water and
energy

consumption

efficiency,

and

utilize

renewable

electricity;

compensation of losses caused by this law to the utilities; expansion and
improvement of public transportation; supporting the agriculture and
industrial manufacturers; supporting industrial bread baking; non-oil export
expansion; and, developing the ICT services to eliminate or reduce
unnecessary commuting (30 percent of attained revenue)5;
•

and, reimbursing the probable consequences on budget spending rows and
ownership of capital assets (up to 20 percent of attained revenue)6.

Figure 1 shows the cash flows from energy consumers to the different groups
benefiting from increased revenues of energy payments. Before transferring the
revenue to the account of the Organization for Targeting Subsidies, nine percent of

Targeting Subsidies law - Article 12
Targeting Subsidies law - Article 7
5
Targeting Subsidies law - Article 8
6
Targeting Subsidies law - Article 11
3
4

3
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the total revenue will be paid to the Iranian National Tax Administration as valueadded taxes and duties. The Organization for Targeting Subsidies then issues
payments to the energy supply companies according to the projected expenses of
supplying energy in the annual budget law. Other energy-related expenditures
allocated by the Organization for Targeting Subsidies include the reimbursement of
the Article 12 projects 7. The remaining deposit will be paid to the targeted subsidy
receivers according to the Targeting Subsidies law.
Then, the M3E implementation will directly affect the state's budget; however, the
energy supply companies are paid as much as the projected expenses in the annual
budget law.
Figure 1 - Allocations of energy bills to different spending rows in the annual budget law
F2

Energy End-Users

F1

Treasury

F4

Iranian National Tax
Administration

F3

Ministry of Interior

Organization for
Targeting Subsidies

F5

NIGC

F6

Tavanir

F7

Other Energy Related
Expenditures

F8

Targeted Subsidy
Receivers

F1: payments for energy bills by the end-users (and other energy consumers)
F2: duties and value added taxes of supplying energy to the end-users
F3: assigned duties to municipalities
F4: total earnings minus the duties and value added taxes
F5: expenses of natural gas supply companies
F6: expenses of electricity supply companies
F7: expenses of supplying other energy carriers (petroleum derivatives) and some other legal assignments
F8: targeted subsidies allocated to social assistance and other uses

The consumers pay for energy use to the energy supply companies, including the
National Iranian Gas Company (NIGC) and Iran's Power Generation, Transmission and
Distribution Company (Tavanir). The NIGC is responsible for the supply, transport,

7

For more information, please refer to the technical note number 5
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distribution, storage, sale, and export of gas and its derivatives. The NIGC is a jointstock company and a subsidiary of the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC). The NIOC
owns 100% of the shares of NIGC. The NIGC has three main pillars: (1) general
assembly; (2) the board of directors and CEO; (3) as well as inspectors. The general
assembly elects the board of directors and proposes the CEO to the cabinet. The
general assembly members are the prime minister 8, the minister of economic affairs
and finance, the minister of energy, the minister of industries and mines, the minister
of labor and social affairs, the head of the plan and budget organization, another
minister chosen by the prime minister, and the CEO as well as two managers of the
NIOC. The implementation of general assembly resolutions, financial monitoring and
managing, and organizational planning are among the responsibilities of the board of
directors.
Tavanir is responsible for the generation, sale, and distribution of electricity. Tavanir's
ownership and organizational structure are similar to NIGC. Tavanir is also a joint-stock
company while the state owns 100% of its shares. Tavanir also has three main pillars:
general assembly, the board of directors and CEO, and inspectors. The general
assembly members include the minister of energy, the minister of economic affairs
and finance, the head of the Plan and Budget Organization, the minister of petroleum,
and the minister of industries and mines.
2.1

The modeling framework

Figure 2 illustrates the energy supply chain and the various players in the M3E
market 9. The figure shows the energy flows from the resource extracting/utilizing
companies to the distribution companies and then to the end-users, as well as the
exchange of cash and certificates among the market players. Red, blue, and green lines
represent the energy, certificate, and cash flows, respectively.
The diagram visualizes certificate trading within the M3E. On the left side of the
diagram, primary energy feeds into the energy supply network. After processing and

The statute of NIGC belongs to the previous political system when there was parliamentary structure
(approved in November 1977 and has not updated since then).
9
For more information, please refer to the technical note regarding an overview on the mechanisms of
Article 12 and the M3E.
8
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conversion, the final energy is delivered to the end-users on the right side of the
diagram.
Four main sections are considered within the energy supply network: resource
extraction/utilization, processing/conversion, transport/transmission, as well as
distribution. These sections are separated based on the related functions for the
supply companies. Power plants and gas refineries are part of the energy
processing/conversion section (however, in the gas supply network, power plants are
counted as the low-tariff end-users). The energy transport/transmission section
covers the high-voltage electricity lines and high-pressure gas pipelines. Besides, the
energy distribution section considers the low-voltage electricity lines and lowpressure gas networks that deliver electricity and gas to the end-users.
Figure 2 - Energy, certificate, and cash flows diagram for the energy supply network in the
presence of the M3E
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For simplifying the analysis, end-users are divided into three tariff groups: low-tariff,
high-tariff, and middle-tariff users. This hypothetical distinction allows separating endusers with the higher potential for participating in the M3E from the others. For
natural gas, holy places, power plants, and the agricultural sectors are among the lowtariff end-users. Petrochemical units, CNG stations, and LNG facilities that consume
natural gas as the feedstock are among the high-tariff end-users.
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Regarding electricity, agricultural end-users have the lowest tariff and the commercial
end-users have the highest tariff. Other gas and electricity end-users are considered
as middle-tariff end-users. It is worth noting that gas used as fuel in petrochemical
plants is subject to the middle tariff. The opportunity of exporting energy to potential
international customers is also explicitly considered under "Exporter" in Figure 2.
Currently, end-users are not entitled to trade energy with each other, and all endusers purchase energy directly from the energy supply companies and pay cash in
return. However, trade between end-users will be allowed by the establishment and
implementation of the M3E. Figure 2 illustrates the interactions between end-users
through the M3E. Within the M3E, end-users decide on energy-saving taking into
account the additional gain from trading the saved energy at higher prices. If the
supervising institutions confirm the saving, the energy supply company will issue
certificates (green streams in Figure 2), indicating the amount of saved energy by the
end-user. The owner of the certificates can trade them with other end-users in the
market, who can, in turn, exchange the certificates with the energy supply companies
for the equivalent quantity of energy.
There are two potential types of trade within the M3E:
•

trade of saved energy between low-tariff and high-tariff end-users;

•

and, trade of saved energy with international consumers by all end-users.

If exporting saved energy is not possible, low-tariff end-users may save energy to trade
with high-tariff end-users. The price of traded certificates is then expected to be close
to the highest domestic tariffs. The saved quantity is equal to the verified energy
consumption reduction level of low-tariff end-users. The more the two tariff levels
differ, the greater is the incentive for low-tariff end-users to save energy and trade
certificates. Middle-tariff end-users are less incentivized to participate in the market
because of lower expected returns. So, participation in the M3E without export option
is supposed to be limited to low-tariff consumers trading their saved energy with hightariff consumers.
However, with the option of exporting saved energy within the M3E, the price of
traded energy would be close to the international price, offering higher margins for
7
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end-users trading in the M3E. Higher margins encourage all types of end-users to
conserve more energy and sell their certificates in the market. Participation in the M3E
would thus be more inclusive. In this situation, the M3E price is expected to be much
higher than the highest domestic tariff, and hence no trade between low and high
tariff end-users is expected.
According to the above explanations, streams CE3, CE4, CE6, CE8, CE9, and CE10 in
Figure 2 will be equal to zero if exports are not allowed within the M3E. On the other
hand, when the export is permitted, streams CE3, CE4, CE6, CE8, CE9, and CE10 may
be positive while streams CE7 and CE11 will be zero.
It is essential to consider both revenue and cost impacts to evaluate the economic
implications of the functioning M3E on the energy supply sector. Delivering energy to
the

end-users

will

lead

to

a

combination

of

extraction/utilization,

processing/conversion, transport/transmission, and distribution costs for the energy
supply companies, which are reflected in the annual budget law. On the other hand,
the tariff level and quantity of energy supply affect the revenue of the state.
In the limited participation scenario (without the opportunity of exporting saved
energy), the released capacity due to energy saving by the end-users will be in the
state's possession right after the beginning of the M3E implementation. The low-tariff
end-user will have lower consumption after implementing the energy efficiency
project, and the middle-tariff and high-tariff end-users will have the same
consumption level as before. Total consumption decreases because even if the hightariff consumer buys the energy that was saved by the low-tariff consumer, this simply
replaces the energy that would have been consumed by the high-tariff consumer
anyway 10. On the other hand, if exports are allowed, the possessing of any released
capacity by the state will only start from when the certification period finishes. During
the certification period, when all energy savings are exported, the total energy supply
is insignificantly changed compared to before the introduction of the M3E. Here,

Note that we assume the certificate price will be close to the high tariffs, such that the high-tariff
consumer faces almost the same price as before and does not have an incentive to increase energy
consumption.
10
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domestic consumption gets partially replaced by exports. Then, there is a small
reduction in total domestic energy supply due to the avoided distribution use and loss
of energy.
The state can allocate the released capacity to various uses such as increased export
volumes or injection for enhanced oil recovery. In the current study, the export is
considered as the state's option, which can reflect the opportunity cost of nationwide
high energy intensity as well.
2.2

Evaluation methodology, key assumptions and model equations

The primary purpose of this technical note is to evaluate the impacts of the functioning
M3E on the energy sector's revenue and cost flows. Besides, it is desirable to predict
the energy, certificate, and cash flows among all market participants, i.e., energy
suppliers and consumers (see the components of Figure 2).
It is noteworthy that the M3E is a transient mechanism that connects the current high
energy intensity situation to a future low energy intensity one. In its first stage, the
project submission period within the M3E could be as long as five years (from 2020).
Besides, the certification period may extend for five years based on worldwide
experiences in developing energy-saving markets. After the M3E's suspension, there
will be no trade between end-users and the state benefits the relative cost reduction
due to reduced energy intensity besides the earning from energy export. Annual
changes relative to a reference scenario will be evaluated in the current technical
note. Besides, calculating the accumulated discounted net income may help to show
the aggregated impact of the M3E implementation in different scenarios.
Some assumptions are made for the sake of simplifying the calculations. First, the
highest priority of the energy supply system is to meet the domestic demand for
energy. This assumption is reasonable considering the commitment of the state to
address the national energy demand over the past 20 years. Second, the total energy
saving by all end-users can be exported without any limit – if exports are possible at
all under the M3E - since the released capacity due to saving is relatively small
compared to Iran's total export prospects (National Iranian Gas Company is planning
to increase natural gas exports to 200 million cubic meters per day). Third, it is
9
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assumed that there will be customers for all the certificates supplied to the market
and all the saved energy will be sold in the market with expiration dates no longer
than one year. The price of certificates is also assumed to be independent of the
volumes of saved energy supply and demand in the market. Besides, energy supply
companies' costs are calculated based on extraction, processing/conversion,
transport/transmission, and distribution costs without considering externalities.
The following paragraphs outline the core equations of the model. The set of
equations form a system of equations with multiple variables of cash and certificate
flows, which must satisfy all equations simultaneously. The energy intensities and
activities of end-users are given exogenously, and the increased energy export flow in
the M3E functioning scenario is equal to the total saved energy by the end-users.
In the following equations, subscript t and j denote time and tariff group, respectively.
The first equation shows the cash flow from the end-user to the energy supply
company as the operator of the energy supply sector:
Equation 1

𝐸𝐸
𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 ,𝑡𝑡 = �𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 ,𝑡𝑡 − 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑡𝑡 � 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸
,𝑡𝑡

CFjESC,t is the cash flow from end-user j to the supply company ESC in period t. EESCj,t is
the supplied energy to the end-user j. CEjESC,t is the net certificate flow from the end𝐸𝐸
is the price (tariff) of supplied energy to the
user j to the supply company and 𝑝𝑝𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸,𝑡𝑡

end-user j. In case the end-user is saving energy under the M3E, the net certificate
flow from the end-user j to the supply company is negative as the M3E bylaw enforces
the saving party to pay the supply company for getting a certificate.
The cash flow between end-users i and j through the M3E is proportional to the flow
and price of traded certificates between them:
Equation 2

𝐶𝐶𝐹𝐹𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗 ,𝑡𝑡 = 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗 𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝑝𝑝𝑗𝑗 𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

The next equation describes energy saving:
Equation 3
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𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
− 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
= 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 ∗ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
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On the right-hand side of the equation, Ai,t is the activity index of market player i in
period t, which could be real value-added by producers of goods and services, energyconsuming activity by households or the delivered energy by supply companies. EIi,t is
the intensity of energy (self-) consumption for market player i, which is the energy
consumed per unit of activity index.
In the above equation, ENouti,t and ENini,t are the energy flows in and out of market
player i, respectively. ENouti,t gets value just when the market player i is an energy
supply company. The left side of equation three is hence reduced to ENini,t for energy
end-users and describes their energy consumption. For energy supply companies, the
left side of equation 3 represents the sum of their self-consumption and losses within
their networks.
Certificates are issued by the energy supply companies to the end-users and then
circulated among different M3E players as envisaged in the conceptual model.
Equation 4 shows the number of certificates supplied to the M3E by end-user j in
period t:
Equation 4

𝑡𝑡

𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 3𝐸𝐸,𝑡𝑡 = � �𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗 ,𝑘𝑘−1 − 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗 ,𝑘𝑘 �𝐴𝐴𝑗𝑗 ,𝑘𝑘
𝑘𝑘=𝑡𝑡−4

In equation 4, it is assumed that end-users who save energy receive certificates equal
to their annual saved energy for five years. Issued certificates will expire in one year
and the owner sells them within this period. Equation 4 states that the total amount
of certificates supplied to the M3E by end-user j in period t is equal to the sum of
issued certificates for emerging energy-conserving end-users in year t and the
previous four years. It is noteworthy that both the M3E project submission and
certification periods are suggested to be five years in the first stage of the M3E
implementation, as discussed before. As the certification period for the latest projects
ends, the energy intensity remains constant. This will cause the term EIj,k−1 − EIj,k to

become zero and no more new certificate will flow to the M3E.

The fifth equation gives the final energy intensity regarding the share of participants
to the M3E:
11
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Equation 5

𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 = 𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼𝑗𝑗,𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 − 𝑠𝑠𝑗𝑗,𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦𝑦 × ∆𝐸𝐸𝐼𝐼

In the above equation EIj,

finalyear

denotes the energy intensity of end-user j when the

project submission period ends, EIj,baseyear denotes the energy intensity of end-user 𝑗𝑗

at the base year of calculations, sj,finalyear is the final share of end-users in end-user j

participating in the M3E and ΔEI is the change in energy intensity of end-user j due to
the implementation of saving projects.
The sixth equation denotes that certificate owners do not retain certificates over
several periods, but immediately sell or redeem them:
Equation 6

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜
𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡
= 𝐶𝐶𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡

Finally, the following equations show the calculation of the accumulated discounted
revenue and costs:
Equation 7
Equation 8

AccRev = ∑Tt=1 ∑ni=1
T

n

AccCost = � �
t=1 i=1

Ein
i,t ×pi,t
(1+d)t

in
Ei,t
× ci,t
(1 + d)t

i ϵ end-users & export
i ϵ end − users & 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

AccRev and AccCost are accumulated discounted revenue and costs, respectively. ci,t
is the total cost of delivering one unit of energy to the end-user, which includes the
production, transport/transmission, and distribution costs. Also, d denotes the
discount rate. All cash flows are in IRR. Using the above equations, it is now possible
to analyze the current energy market and the upcoming market under the M3E
implementation scenarios.
2.3

Current status

Before investigating the impacts of the functioning M3E, it is worth having a look at
the current status of electricity and gas networks in Iran. In this subsection, the costs
and revenue of supplying these two energy carriers are studied.
According to the latest detailed statistics published by the Iran Ministry of Energy
(Power), 240850 GWh of electricity in total were supplied in 2016. Defining the
12
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agriculture and commercial end-users as the low and high tariff end-users,
respectively, the electricity consumption of different end-users is split according to
the following table for 2019 (an average growth rate of 5% was applied to project the
electricity supply values in 2016 to 2019).
Table 1 - Electricity supplied to end-users in 2019
Type of end-user Electricity consumption (GWh) Share among the end-users (%)
Low-tariff

44574.9

15.8

High-tariff

20601.9

7.3

Middle-tariff

215587.2

76.9

Source: [1, 2]

Total electricity export to neighboring countries is predicted to be 2522.4 GWh in
2019. Self-consumption electricity in power plants and energy losses in transmission
and distribution lines amounted to about 46342 GWh. Based on the expected
expenses of electricity supply companies from the Annual Budget Law (see Table 2),
the total operational costs and revenue of Tavanir in 2019 are estimated to be about
267 and 242 trillion Rials, respectively. So, there will be a deficit of 25 trillion Rials. The
above values are consistent with the 1398 FY budget law.
Table 2 - Different costs in the electricity network
Type of cost

Cost (IRR/kWh)

Fuel and conversion

533

Transmission

124

Distribution

181

Source: [1, 2]

According to the statistics published by the Iran Ministry of Energy (Power) and the
Ministry of Petroleum, 194551 million cubic meters of natural gas was supplied to
domestic end-users in 2016 by NIGC. If the power plants and petrochemicals are
assumed to form the low- and high-tariff end-users, respectively, energy consumption
in 2019 is distributed among different energy consumers, as shown in Table 3:
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Table 3 - Natural gas supplied to various consumers in 2019
Type

Natural gas consumption (million m3) Share among the end-users (%)

Low-tariff

70801

32

High-tariff

6698.6

3

Middle-tariff

144288.5

65

Source: [1, 2]

In 2019, gas export to the neighbors amounted to about 3641 million cubic meters.
The consumption of gas in refineries and compressing stations is estimated at 11118
million cubic meters in total.
Based on the expected expenses of natural gas supply companies from the annual
budget law (see Table 4), the total operational costs of NIGC in 2019 are estimated at
92 trillion Rials, whereas the revenues are estimated at 325 trillion Rials, resulting in a
net income of 233 trillion.
Table 4 - Different costs in the gas network
Type of cost

Cost (IRR/m3)

Extraction & Processing

175

Transport

87

Distribution

135

Source: [3]

2.4

Future status after M3E establishment

Based on equations 1 to 7, the impacts of changes in various exogenous parameters
such as increased activity, energy intensity, prices, and unit costs can be analyzed.
Establishing the M3E is expected to decrease energy intensity relative to the base
year. A business-as-usual or reference scenario is defined in which the energy intensity
on the demand side remains constant. In contrast, the energy intensity improves in
the other scenarios, ceteris paribus. Other parameters change similarly across
different scenarios, according to Table 5.
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Table 5 - Parameter assumptions for energy consumption, prices, and costs
Gas

Parameter

Electricity

Unit

Value

Unit

Value

Low-tariff annual activity growth

%

4

%

5

High-tariff annual activity growth

%

4

%

5

Middle-tariff annual activity growth

%

4

%

5

Low tariff

IRR/m3

64

IRR/kWh

131

High tariff

IRR/m3

9755

IRR/kWh 2,311

Middle tariff

IRR/m3

1218

IRR/kWh

Export price

IRR/m3 21,949 IRR/kWh 7,804

782

Conversion/Processing cost

IRR/m3

175

IRR/kWh

533

Transport/Transmission cost

IRR/m3

87

IRR/kWh

124

Distribution cost

IRR/m3

135

IRR/kWh

181

Source: [2], [3] and [4]

Table 5 presents assumed annual activity growth rates, which are based on average
annual growth rates in recent years from the annual energy balance sheets. All prices
are in constant 2019 Rial. Low, middle, and high tariffs are all the shoulder rates11 for
the sectors introduced in section 2.1. The middle tariffs are calculated, such that the
total revenue of selling energy equals the reported values in the annual budget laws
and budget settlement reports. Furthermore, the tariffs, export prices, and
operational costs (all in constant 2019 Rial) are assumed to be constant over the study
period. It is worth noting that the depreciation costs are included in the assumed
costs. Also, the discount rate is assumed to be 5 percent.
Total gas extraction and electricity generation in the reference scenario are illustrated
in Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively.

11

Shoulder rates are charged during the times which sit between peak and off-peak times.
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Figure 3 - Gas extraction trend in the reference scenario

Source: authors' calculations
Figure 4 - Total generated electricity in the reference scenario

Source: authors' calculations

Also, Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the costs incurred by the NIGC and Tavanir in the
reference scenario.
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Figure 5 - NIGC's annual costs in the reference scenario

Source: author's calculations
Figure 6 - Tavanir's annual costs in the reference scenario

Source: author's calculations

Figure 7 and Figure 8 illustrate the annual gas and electricity sales revenue,
respectively.
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Figure 7 - Natural gas sales revenue in the reference scenario

Source: authors' calculations

Figure 8- Electricity sales revenue in the reference scenario

Source: authors' calculations

Finally, the net income can be calculated for energy supply companies. Figure 9 and
Figure 10 show the annual net income for NIGC and Tavanir.
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Figure 9- The annual net income of NIGC in the reference scenario

Source: author's calculations
Figure 10- The annual net income of Tavanir in the reference scenario

Source: author's calculations

While the income of the NIGC is expected to grow under the reference scenario,
Tavanir is expected to face an increasing deficit in the reference scenario.
The reference scenario serves as a benchmark for evaluating the M3E establishment
in different scenarios. The reference scenario takes into account the state's current
development plan for supplying future domestic demand and exporting to the
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international market. Any change in energy consumption due to saving within the M3E
can be compared to this reference scenario. Regarding the saving scenarios, the
surplus capacity compared to the reference scenario will be allocated for export, while
guaranteeing the provision of domestic demand. In this way, it is possible to consider
the export price as the opportunity cost of maintaining high energy intensity. The two
following scenarios are considered to analyze the impact of the M3E implementation:
•

Exporting the saved energy is not allowed, and there is a trading of saved
energy between low and high tariff end-users. There is limited participation in
the M3E (LP_M3E);

•

and exporting the saved energy by end-users is permitted. There is inclusive
participation in the M3E (IP_M3E).

For both scenarios, the released capacity due to saving is negligible compared to the
current export volume, and hence there is no need for additional export
infrastructure. Since exports are not allowed for the end-users in the LP_M3E
scenario, the highest domestic tariff will prevail in the M3E market. In this scenario,
middle tariff end-users are assumed to have no interest in entering the market, and
only the state has the opportunity of exporting the released capacity. In the IP_M3E
scenario, in contrast, high export prices encourage domestic end-users to conserve
and export energy. Unlike the LP_M3E scenario, end-users own the released capacity
for five years right after the saving is approved, and then, the state will benefit from
it.
It is assumed that saving projects will be submitted until five years after the M3E
establishment (it could be the first stage of the M3E implementation). End-users, who
execute the saving projects within this period, will receive certificates equal to their
annual saving within the next five years. The certificates will be valid to trade for one
year after issuance.
For estimating the energy intensity of each energy consumer at the end of the
registration period, it is assumed that 20% of end-users in the respective tariff group
will submit saving projects for a 25% reduction in energy intensity by the fifth year.
During the five years of project submission within the M3E, the share of new
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participants registered under the M3E is assumed to be constant at 4% (such that 20%
of end-users have implemented projects at the end of the submission period). So,
applying equation 5, a five percent reduction in total energy intensity is expected at
the end of the submission period. The following sections describe the changes in the
energy, certificate, and cash flows due to the M3E implementation in two scenarios.
2.4.1 Flows changes related to gas supply system
In the LP_M3E scenario, power plants as the low tariff end-users will begin to conserve
energy and then trade the gained certificates with the petrochemical plants as the
high tariff gas end-users. It is important to note that high tariffs are charged for the
feedstock of petrochemical plants rather than fuel gas. Unlike fuel gas, feedstock
saving is expected to be almost technically impossible, when keeping the production
rate constant. Then, in the IP_M3E scenario, there will be no high tariff end-user to
conserve gas no matter what the M3E price is. Table 6 presents the changes in energy
intensities of gas end-users regarding the M3E implementation scenarios.
Table 6- reduction in energy intensity of gas end-users at the end of the submission period
EI reduction in the

EI reduction in the

IP_M3E scenario

LP_M3E scenario

Low tariff end-users

5%

5%

Middle tariff end-users

5%

0%

High tariff end-users

0%

0%

End-User type

Figure 11 and Figure 12 illustrate the relative annual costs and revenue in the M3E
implementation scenarios compared to the reference scenario.
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Figure 11- Relative annual costs of supplying gas in the M3E scenarios compared to the
reference scenario

Source: authors' calculations
Figure 12- Relative annual revenue of supplying gas in the M3E scenarios compared to the
reference scenario

Source: authors' calculations
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As was expected, the costs of providing gas to the end-users diminish when some endusers begin to conserve gas. The main reason for diminishing costs is the reduced
distribution cost of energy that is saved and exported. Also, more end-users contribute
towards saving projects when the export of saved gas within the M3E is allowed, which
leads to a higher reduction in costs by 1.5%.
The released capacity for export due to saving by domestic end-users will increase the
total revenue of the state as Figure 12. In the LP_M3E scenario, the state's revenue
increase from the very beginning years of the M3E establishment, but the increase in
state's (export) revenue is postponed to the end of the project submission period In
the IP_M3E scenario. While in both scenarios, a minor increase in the state's revenue
happens during the submission period, which results from the fact that there is no
energy use or loss in the distribution network for the energy that is saved and
exported. The additional energy that is saved due to reduced distribution energy loss
and use can be exported by the state and thus creates additional revenue.
Figure 13 and Figure 14 illustrate the annual and accumulated net income of the state
in three scenarios, including the reference scenario.
Figure 13- Annual net income of supplying gas in three scenarios

Source: authors' calculations
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Figure 14- Accumulated net income of providing gas in three scenarios

Source: authors' calculations

The results prove that whether the export by the end-users is allowed or not, the state
benefits from the M3E regarding the gas supply. Although the net income is not much
affected during the submission period in the IP_M3E scenario, it will considerably
grow with a steep slope after 2024 (the end of the project submission period). This
will cause about 60% increase in accumulated net income at the end of 2040
compared to the reference scenario. Figure 15 shows the total annual certificate flow
to the M3E. It is defined in a way that the maximum certificate flow to the M3E occurs
in 2024, i.e., the end of the submission period.
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Figure 15- Total annual certificate flows to the M3E (gas supply)

Source: authors' calculations

2.4.2 Flow changes related to the electricity supply system
Table 7 presents the changes in energy intensities of electricity consumption by the
end-users within the M3E. Unlike the gas supply system, all the electricity end-users
are capable of conserving energy in the IP_M3E scenario without any technical limits.
Table 7- reduction in energy intensity of electricity end-users at the end of the submission
period
EI reduction in the

EI reduction in the

IP_M3E scenario

LP_M3E scenario

Low tariff end-users

5%

5%

Middle tariff end-users

5%

0%

High tariff end-users

5%

0%

End-User type

Figure 16 and Figure 17 illustrate the relative annual costs and revenue in the M3E
implementation scenarios compared to the reference scenario.
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Figure 16- relative annual costs of providing electricity in the M3E scenarios compared to the
reference scenario

Source: authors' calculations
Figure 17- relative annual revenue of providing electricity in the M3E scenarios compared to
the reference scenario

Source: authors' calculations

Changes in costs and revenue of the power supply within the M3E are very similar to
changes related to the gas supply due to the same facts; however, the changes are
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smaller because of the lower electricity tariff differences. Regarding the power supply,
the reduction in annual costs will be less than 1%, and the revenue will increase by
less than 40%.
Figure 18 and Figure 19 illustrate the annual and accumulated net income of electricity
supply by the state in three scenarios, including the reference scenario.
Figure 18- Annual net income of providing electricity in three scenarios

Source: authors' calculations
Figure 19- Accumulated net income of providing electricity in three scenarios

Source: authors' calculations
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Currently, the main issue regarding the electricity supply is the negative net income of
supply companies [3, 4]. The net deficit continues in the reference scenario and even
in the LP_M3E scenario. Only in the IP_M3E scenario where the export by end-users
within the M3E is allowed, and all the three tariff-based groups of end-users
contribute towards saving projects, the net income gets positive right after the
submission period. In this situation, the accumulated net income becomes positive
before 2029. The results acknowledge the considerable positive effect of the M3E on
the power sector.
Figure 20 shows the total annual electricity certificate flows to the M3E. The total
trade of electricity certificates will be about 16000 GWh in 2024.
Figure 20- Total annual certificate flows to the M3E (electricity supply)

Source: authors' calculations

3 Conclusion
The impact of a functioning M3E on the net income of the supply companies and state
(from energy sold to consumers) has been investigated in the current technical note.
Besides the reference scenario, two other scenarios were proposed: (1) the
functioning M3E without the possibility of exporting saved energy for the consumers
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which only allows the trade of energy savings among domestic consumers (the
LP_M3E scenario), and (2) the M3E with the possibility of export for the consumers
(the IP_M3E scenario).
Regarding the related laws and regulations, the state via the energy supply companies
gets all the revenue of supplying energy. It allocates total earnings according to the
expenditure items in the annual budget law, to the energy supply companies
regarding the costs of energy provided to the customers. Such a framework highlights
the role of the state in the optimal utilization of resources and also the importance of
energy-saving as an opportunity for increasing the revenue of the state through
exporting the released energy capacity.
Considering a five year project submission period and also a five year certification
period, the maximum annual certificate flows of about 4000 and 12000 million cubic
meters of saved gas is expected within the M3E across the two scenarios. The
expected amounts for the saved electricity will be 2500 and 16000 GWh. The
calculations illustrate that the export of released capacity will raise the annual revenue
of supplying gas and electricity by more than 20 and 5 percent, respectively, in the
LP_M3E scenario. These values are much greater, up to 70 and 40 percent, in the
IP_M3E scenario. Besides, there will be a reduction in distribution costs due to less
distribution load.
In the LP_M3E scenario, the financial benefits of the M3E for the state is achievable
from the very beginning of the submission period; However, in the IP_M3E scenario,
the benefits of the state are not substantial in the initial five years, but it will jump
significantly from the time point that the submission period ends. The functioning M3E
will have the most significant impact on the power supply, where the net income is
currently negative with no promising prospect. In an export-allowed M3E, the annual
net income of supplying power will be headed in the opposite direction and got
positive values soon the submission period ends.
The M3E is an effective mechanism as a transition path towards a higher energy
efficiency status. The primary calculations confirm the favorable effects of the
functioning M3E for the state. It is noteworthy that the M3E will also benefit energy
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consumers as a result of trading saved energy and reduced energy bills. The results
are based on some tangible and simple assumptions, especially regarding the behavior
of consumers. The calculations may get more accurate if the economic indicators of
the saving projects and also the limitations of financial resources are considered.
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